Shifting positivity ratios: emotions and psychological health in later life.
A positivity ratio of approximately three positive emotions to one negative emotion has been found to distinguish between flourishing and languishing (optimal vs. poor psychological health). The current study assessed 2-year shifts (2008, 2010) in positivity ratios among 295 older adults and considered whether such shifts were associated with concurrent changes in psychological health (perceived stress, depressive symptoms, and perceived control). Based on participants' reported positive and negative emotions, we identified two positivity ratio groups who were characterized by ratios that did not change, either remaining persistently optimal (above 2.9) or persistently suboptimal, and two groups that depicted shifts in ratios that either became optimal or became suboptimal. Most participants (67%) remained in their initial group, but shifts between categories did occur in both directions. Ratio groups and time (2008 vs. 2010) were predictor variables in 4 × 2 generalized estimating equations that were computed for each psychological health measure. The hypothesized positivity ratio group × time interaction emerged for each psychological health measure. Ratio shifts that 'became optimal' were associated with a significant concurrent decrease in stress and an increase in perceived control; ratio shifts that 'became suboptimal' were associated with a significant increase in depression. Although older adults who began with a suboptimal positivity ratio were unlikely to experience a shift to an optimal ratio, findings are more encouraging for those who began with an optimal positivity ratio. The majority of these older adults retained optimal positivity ratios over time and appeared to flourish.